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The Rocky Road to EV Adoption

The planet needs us to change our ways, and a key element is the switch from
Internal Combustion Engines (“ICE”s) to Electric Vehicles (“EV”s).

With recent legislation and product launches, we can be in no doubt that
governments and the automotive industry are planning for the mass adoption
of EVs. The road to transition is, however strewn with a few large boulders;
additional complexities that create anxiety and confusion for potential EV
owners.

It’s true that the EV industry is in its early decades, and whilst I hesitate to use
the loaded term “the Wild West”, it’s certainly in flux, with the future shape still
to emerge from the fog and every point on the value chain proliferating at
dizzying speeds.

For instance; the number of charge-point operators keeps growing, with over 50
companies in the UK alone (according to ZapMap). Business models and pricing
differ widely, from memberships with monthly fees to exclusive roaming
partnerships. Payment systems range from charge-cards and RFID tags to open
access and contactless. Industry standards, even for critical items like wattage's,
charging cables and plugs show only the early signs of settling down.

The wide disparity between the familiar simplicity of ownership and operation of
a conventional vehicle versus an EV, is a significant barrier to mass adoption that
must be overcome. This I believe, is a place where the IoT communications
industry can play a key part in eliminating complexity by addressing the root
cause of much of the uncertainty – by providing ‘real time’ information.
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The Death of Range Anxiety

As drivers of ICEs, in most heavily populated countries, we have become habituated
to the ubiquity of the gas station over successive generations. Before a journey all
we usually give the fuel gauge is the most cursory glance, as the consequence of a
refill is at worst a short detour and a five minute stop.

This is not the case for the EV, where Range Anxiety; the rational fear of being
stranded with a flat battery, out of reach of the nearest charge point; is often cited
as the main barrier to EV adoption.

120 years ago, the same was true for early petrol and diesel vehicles. At that point
horses were a safer bet for long journeys in rural areas. But as Henry Ford made
mass car ownership affordable, so the oil companies really got to work and, by the
end of the 1920s, the US alone had over 200,000 filling stations scattered across the
nation, making it safe to retire the horse and venture abroad by car.

This revolution is being replicated for the electrically powered future, and whilst it
will be simpler and quicker to build charge-points on existing power grids, than it
was to upgrade the manufacturing and distribution network of hydrocarbons from
lamp oil to gasoline, it will be a few years yet until the EV is as practical a transport
solution as the ICE.

That being said, as EV charge-point infrastructure is financed and rolled out at
unprecedented speed, whilst consumer aids like charge-point mapping apps and
smart satnavs are developed, so Range Anxiety is increasingly mitigated by growing
availability and knowledge of where to find the public charge-points.
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The Birth of Charge Point Angst

With the demise of Range Anxiety however, a freshly minted worry has been
emerging; “Charge-Point Angst”. This occurs when you’re part way through a 300
mile journey, with 30 miles range showing, and you follow the app’s GPS 10 miles
to a charger, only to find it’s actually out of order, can’t read RFIDs or take card
payments. This suggests that the Charge Point Operator is either unaware of the
site’s status or unable to remotely rectify the problem, either way, it’s not great.

Whilst this situation is clearly not that widespread, it seems to happen often
enough, and the consequences of each occurrence are serious enough, for the
stories to circulate, and no doubt get amplified with each telling.

In a UK May 2019 survey by ZapMap (reported in Autocar), almost 25% of chargers
were out of service. Of those, 7.5% were flagged up with a problem (on the app)
while 16% were not communicating their status, leading Zap-Map to assume they
were not working. OK that’s a snapshot and already out of date, but with around
30,000 chargers covered that 16% is a big maintenance backlog of over 7,000 faulty
or non-communicating sites.
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The Criticality of Communications

Public (and most corporate) charge-points need to be metered so
that the users can be identified and billed, and monitored so that the
operator can see (and report to users’ apps) the site’s status in real
time.

Boiled down to basics a charge-point is simply: a power supply, a
meter, a user ID / payment mechanism and a condition monitor.
Clearly the larger DC fast chargers have a little more sophistication,
but that about covers the key functions.

What’s immediately clear is that if any single aspect of this ensemble
fails, then the charge point will not be operational, creating a lost
revenue opportunity, frustration to users and the potential for
damage to the brand’s reputation.

There is a natural tendency for the designers of charge points and their
operating networks to focus on the main tasks, such as the civil engineering
to get the power and infrastructure into the sites, choosing and configuring
the right hardware, and learning or writing the software to manage them.
The communications component can be treated as a commodity in this
process.

In many places charge points can be hardwired to broadband or fibre fixed-
line networks enabling very low latency and high availability for the
connection to the CPO’s device monitoring and management platform.

In some locations, fixed-line is unfeasible or uneconomic, so 3G, 4G and 5G,
GSM can be used instead.

In either case - it seems apparent that, when everything about the charge
point business is reliant on real-time communications; from maintenance
status, operational monitoring and usage-metering, to user ID and payment
processing; even where fixed line is installed, GSM back-up should be
designed into the system as an emergency standby in case of connectivity
issues.
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Flexible, Secure, Managed IoT
Communications

To maximise services, revenues and protect the brand, Charge Point Operators
must seriously consider their requirements in the context of the engineering
environment, rather than turning by default to their enterprise mobility partner.
One who may no doubt have an IoT offering, but not be the perfect fit in terms
of in-country geographical coverage, platform usability and dedicated support
focus.

Charge Point Operators can simplify and ruggedize this critical element of their
systems by selecting the right partner that offers a SIM in their chosen format
with non steered access to multiple networks in each country. One with an
extensive but simple-to-use platform enabling complete estate oversight from
one pane of glass, management by exception, and a comprehensive API, along
with commercial terms that allow flexibility and the ability to adapt to future
market and technical conditions.

For More Information

Caburn Telecom’s team of experts have been connecting and managing business
critical devices across global networks since the 1990’s and bring this experience
to bear on any challenges you may have.

Please see https://caburntelecom.com, contact us at: info@caburntelecom.com,
or call us on 0800 246 1578 or from outside the UK +44(0)1257 54 39 17.
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